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 The Iranian revolution

 L.P. ELWELL-SUTTON

 That Islam played a significant role in events in Iran during 1978
 and 1979 is hardly in question. What is much less clear is the nature
 and significance of that role. For many observers the Iranian 'revo-
 lution' was an upsurge of religious revivalism against materialism
 and corruption in high places. Others saw it as a rejection by the
 common people of the economic benefits of modernization and
 Westernization. For some it was a spontaneous reaction by a demo-
 cratic faith against tyranny and absolutism. Yet others attributed
 to the most prominent of its leaders, the Ayatollah Khomeini, al-
 most supernatural, messianic powers. No one seemed to be able,
 or even to desire, to offer a rational explanation of a situation in
 which a society that had been following a path of modernization
 and secularization for more than fifty years suddenly appeared to
 go into reverse, to throw overboard as it were the gains and achieve-
 ments of two generations.

 This article does not set out to explain what happened, or even
 to give a consecutive account of the events of recent months, but
 rather to offer an analysis of the religious situation as it prevailed
 in Iran on the eve of the upheavals of 1978. It may be that such an
 analysis will help to place Iranian Islam in correct perspective and
 to assess more accurately the part it plays in political and social
 developments.

 It is part of conventional thinking in the West to consider
 religion as a 'reactionary* social force - the 'opium of the people' -

 Professor of Persian in the University of Edinburgh, the author has been visiting
 Iran at regular intervals for more than forty years and is the author of numerous
 books and articles on different aspects of the country's history, literature, and
 language.
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 392 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

 and it is equally conventional for observers of the Iranian scene to
 riposte that in that country's history religion has as often as not
 been associated with revolutionary movements. In fact, of course,
 neither statement represents the whole truth. The question that
 has to be asked is how Islam in Iran can be both encouraging to
 dissident and even subversive movements and resistant and inimical

 to fundamental social change. To begin with we must search back
 into the history and development of Shi'ite political theory, bearing
 in mind that Shi'ism - the form of Islam that prevails in Iran - be-

 gan as a minority movement and, until the establishment of the
 Safavid dynasty in Iran at the beginning of the sixteenth century,
 had had very little experience of temporal authority. It was not
 surprising therefore that the Shi'ite doctrine of authority grew up
 in a vacuum. From the first Shi'ism derived its legitimacy, not from

 any temporal source, but from the Imam of the Age, the direct des-
 cendant of the Prophet, and it is symbolic of the whole situation
 that since the ninth century the Imam has had no physical existence
 on earth.

 Owing no allegiance, for the greater part of its existence, to any

 earthly authority, but rather to a spiritual figure represented on
 earth by his agents (the Shi'ite theologians), the Shi'ite community
 was able to develop a legal system that was both more rigid and
 more flexible than its Sunni counterpart. Both sects of course rec-

 ognized the Koran (the Word of God) and the Traditions (the say-
 ings and actions of the Prophet Muhammad and his immediate
 companions) as the two principal pillars of the holy law; but where-
 as Sunnism supplemented these with 'popular consensus,' Shi'ism
 continued to insist on the ultimate authority of the Imam as the

 only justification for deviations from the strict letter of the Koran
 and the Traditions. This in practice meant the consensus of the
 theologians as the earthly agents of the Imam, and this in turn al-
 lowed the development of the doctrine (ejtehad) of the continuous
 reinterpretation of the will of the Imam by his agents.

 Contained in this doctrine was the flexibility necessary to en-
 able the religious hierarchy to adapt to changing social and eco-
 nomic conditions. It was during the nineteenth century that it led
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 THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION 393

 to the recognition of the status (it was not more specific than that)
 of the mojtahed, someone recognized as having the authority to
 interpret the law in this way. And among the mojtaheds there was
 generally (but not necessarily) one recognized, not by official ap-
 pointment but by general consensus of the theologians, as the
 marja-at-taqlid, the Source of Authority, the Spokesman of the Hid-
 den Imam. In this way the principle of authority was re-established
 and maintained within the Shi'ite community. In contrast to Sun-
 nism, where the religious institution conferred legitimacy on, and
 so was closely associated with, the temporal power, the Shi'ite theol-

 ogians derived their legitimacy from the Imam, and so were wholly
 independent of the state, regardless of whether this was strong or
 weak. Thus the position of the theologians in Iranian Shi'ite Islam
 became greatly enhanced, both because of their firmly centralized
 organization (none the less firm for being informal and unwritten)
 and because of the exclusive right conferred on their head to give
 a final interpretation of the holy law.

 The separate development of the religious and secular powers
 in the Shi'ite areas of Islam, in particular Iran, accounts for the un-

 derlying hostility of the Shi'ite hierarchy towards temporal author-
 ity. In Shi'ite thinking the religious power, equated with justice,
 must always be at war with the temporal, equated with injustice.
 On this basis there can be no compromise; the state, whatever its
 policies, must be oppressive, and the role of the Imam, and so of his
 agents, is the protection of the oppressed. This sense of 'unjust per-
 secution' has permeated Shi'ite thinking ever since Shi'ism emerged
 at the outset of the Islamic era as the political support of the mar-

 tyred Caliph Ali and his sons Hasan and Hosein, the first three
 imams, and was encouraged by the failure in general of Shi'ite
 rulers to attain temporal power until the sixteenth century, nine
 hundred years later. The history of Islam is seen by Shi'ism as a
 progressive decline, to be explained by the steady corruption of the
 holy law through the incorporation by illegal and oppressive sec-
 ular governments of extraneous non-Islamic elements not having
 the sanction of the Imam. It is the duty therefore of all Muslims to

 fight governments, or at least to abstain from collaboration with
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 394 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

 them; such an injunction contains no value judgment on the activ-
 ities or intentions of such governments. The actions of a secular
 government must be bad because they do not carry the authority
 of the Imam. The fact that particular measures are likely to prove

 popular is all the more reason for opposing them, for in the Shi'ite
 view a secular government cannot be allowed to acquire a spuri-
 ous authority based on popular support. The contradictions and
 tensions inherent in this view are evident. On the one hand the

 religious leadership must remain independent of the secular gov-
 ernment; on the other hand it must seek to ensure that Islamic

 principles prevail and that social reforms are in accord with such
 principles. But if such reforms do not issue from the authority of
 the Imam, they cannot be held to be valid.

 The problem of reconciling these contradictions is not a new
 one. It emerged very clearly during the Constitutional Revolution
 of 1906, which was, to begin with, supported by the religious insti-
 tution because it was seen as an attack on an oppressive secular
 power. But very soon it became apparent that the intention of the
 Constitutionalists was to replace one temporal authority - the mon-

 archy - with another - the people (the parallel with today is in-
 escapable). From this point there developed a clear split in the
 religious hierarchy between those who saw the constitution as a
 means, albeit secular, of restricting the activities of an 'illegal'
 temporal power and those who believed that collaboration with the
 monarchy was necessary to ensure that the holy law was fully im-

 plemented. This division of the hierarchy into those who support
 the established government and those who take up a dissident or
 detached position has not disappeared up to the present day, though

 the political circumstances and the particular bones of contention
 have.

 We may therefore start our consideration of the religio-political
 situation in Iran in 1977 by positing the two linked but often
 mutually antagonistic groups of figure 1 .

 During the period up to 1921 the independent hierarchy was
 making the running. It was of course a period of intense political
 activity, and the religious institution made full use of the op-
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 Figure 1

 Independent Official Religion
 Religious Institution

 Dissident Hierarchy Hierarchy

 portunity of giving a religious guise and sanction to political op-
 position. The two main strands in Shi'ite political thought were
 dominant and indeed in close association - fear of the corruption
 of Islamic law and teaching, and hostility to secular government.
 The Qajar government was condemned both for its oppressive
 conduct and for its association with foreign interests, and especially

 for its readiness to dispose of Iranian resources to foreign conces-
 sionaires - measures which, as in the case of the 1891 Tobacco
 Regie, were held to be encouraging the infiltration of corrupting
 non-Islamic ideas and attitudes. Religious influence in the Consti-
 tutional Movement ensured the passage of the Supplementary Con-
 stitutional Law of 1907, which specified a particular form of Shi'ism
 as the established faith of Iran and provided for the formation of a
 committee of five mojtaheds to vet legislation and ensure that it was
 in conformity with the holy law. It seems that this provision was
 never implemented; certainly there were from the first mojtaheds
 and mollas in the Majlis (parliament), but if a formal committee
 ever existed, it lapsed shortly after Reza Khan assumed full powers
 in the 'twenties.

 The beginning of the Pahlavi regime in 1925 marked a sharp
 decline in the power of the independent hierarchy, but it is prob-
 able that this had begun earlier. The break-up of the Constitution-
 alist alliance meant that the religious hierarchy withdrew into itself

 and to a large extent abandoned its always superficial support for
 political and social reform. The years from 1910 onwards show an
 increasing obscurantism, and so it is not surprising that, faced with
 a vigorously reforming secular government enjoying widespread
 popular support, the reactionary attitudes of the hierarchy cut little
 ice. It is true that to begin with the religious institution had some

 apparent success. It managed to stop the republican movement of
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 396 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

 1924 in its tracks, and even put up some opposition in the Majlis
 to the deposition of the Qajar dynasty in October 1925. But the tide
 was running strongly against it, and once Reza Shah had got into
 his stride it was clear that the religious hierarchy was not going to

 stop him. The educational and legal reforms left it without author-
 ity in these two important fields, and though there were murmurs
 of protest against many of the Shah's Westernizing innovations, not
 least the unveiling of women in 1936 and the encouragement of
 female participation in education and a wide range of occupations,
 they attracted little popular support and were certainly quite inef-
 fectual. It is true that Islam still retained its influence over the

 lower social classes, but this was on the whole welcomed by the
 regime as an antidote to revolutionary communism, which was seen
 as a more serious threat. Among the Westernized intellectual mid-

 dle and upper classes, those who formed the backbone of the new
 order, the Islamic religion was despised as one of the main causes
 of Iran's backwardness. It was in general a period in which popular

 feeling was behind the regime and its reforms, and the religious
 hierarchy had little alternative but to go along with this. Even the
 eventual abdication of Reza Shah under external pressures was as

 great a surprise to them as it was to the rest of the population. They
 had not been working for it any more than the minor left-wing
 opposition.

 The abdication of Reza Shah thus found the religious institu-
 tion in some disorder, less prepared to take advantage of the new
 situation than their rivals on the political left. To begin with the

 changed atmosphere was shown mainly in such things as the re-
 sumption of the veil by women of the lower classes, the revival on
 a limited scale of religious ceremonials such as the Moharram pro-

 cessions and passion plays, and a growth of interest in religious
 questions. Religious teachers gained access to the media; Koran
 recitals became a regular feature of radio programmes, and radio

 preachers gained wide audiences. Overt political activity developed
 with the formation of the National Will party in 1944; strongly
 oriented towards tradition, it provided a natural haven for the more

 conservative-minded religious, and although few clerics were high
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 THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION 397

 in the counsels of the party, it gained the support of 'political' theol-

 ogians and religious newspapers. For the time being they were
 content to serve as a counterweight to the growing power of the
 left. But with the end of the war and the foreign occupation, the
 Azerbaijan crisis of 1946, the collapse of the left, and the con-
 sequent restoration of power to the central government and in-
 creasingly to the Shah himself, the religious hierarchy began to
 resume their old role of opposition to the temporal power, and this
 course brought them into uneasy association with other 'opposition*
 forces of all shades and colours. The postwar period in Iran, and
 particularly that phase of it associated with the premiership of
 Mohammad Mosaddeq, witnessed the zenith of the power of the
 religious hierarchy, and with it the rise of extremist movements at
 both ends of the spectrum - the Fedaiyan-e Islam and the Mojahe-
 din on the one hand, and on the other the range of left-wing groups

 associated with the Tudeh party. The one thing they had in com-
 mon was opposition to foreign imperialism, symbolized by the
 Anglo-Iranian Oil Company. Although the hierarchy drew back
 from the brink in time, and so were not dragged down with the left

 after the fall of Mosaddeq in 1953, the legacy was an atmosphere of

 mutual suspicion between the independent religious institution
 and the government, which became all the more noticeable when
 the Shah embarked on his programme of reforms in the 'sixties.

 The events of 1953, when the government of Dr Mosaddeq was
 overthrown in a coup d'etat that raised the Shah once again to the
 pinnacle of power, returned the religious institution to something
 like the position it had held during the reign of Reza Shah. This
 was not immediately obvious, since religious activity continued to
 play a much more overt role in post- 1953 Iranian society than it had
 during the years between the wars. Nevertheless much of this out-
 ward show belonged to that section of the religious institution that
 had thrown its lot in with the establishment. The independent in-
 stitution maintained its financial independence from the state,
 relying almost entirely on popular support from the traditional
 merchant class. Moreover it was able to keep its loose but effective

 organization, particularly as the seat of the marja-at'taqlid was for
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 398 INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

 most of the period in the holy cities of Najaf and Kerbela, across
 the border in Iraq. This withdrawal beyond the reach of the sec-
 ular authority (which is by no means a form of exile, but a con-
 venient means of maintaining independence during periods when
 the temporal power is strong) is a traditional practice going back at
 least two centuries and has enabled the Shi'ite hierarchy to survive

 where a nationally-based one would have had to bow to the political
 establishment. That it does not constitute a derogation of authority

 is clear from the restraints that it was able to impose from this van-

 tage point on, for example, the Shah's family protection legislation,
 which for all its progressive outlook was unable to incorporate the
 abolition of polygamy or even of the 'temporary* marriage sanc-
 tioned by Shi'ite law.

 But such superficial successes merely underline that the gen-
 eral situation of the religious institution is characterized by failure

 to keep up with the times. More than ever in the present environ-
 ment the traditional training and outlook of the Shi'ite theologians

 has made it impossible for them, in spite of the use of ejtehad, to
 adjust to changing conditions. They are completely out of touch
 with current intellectual developments even in their own country,
 let alone in the world. On the political plane this lack of adaptabil-

 ity shows itself in more or less indiscriminate opposition to social
 reform, insofar as this stems from the policies of the secular power.
 Even in the case of such obvious targets as American military and
 financial penetration or economic relations with Israel, but more
 especially over land reform, female suffrage, and the other points
 of the 'White Revolution/ the main force of the criticisms was not

 of the reforms or measures themselves but of the fact that they were

 being carried out by a temporal government which, according to
 traditional Shi'ite doctrine, was illegal and therefore oppressive in
 all its actions, whatever these might be. There is an ironic resem-
 blance between this stance and the posture of the Marxists, who re-

 ject any revolution, however fundamental, if it has not come about
 in strict accordance with the marxist interpretation of history.

 Before going on however to examine the response of the Pahlavi

 regime to this stance of the independent hierarchy, we must extend
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 Figure 2

 Independent Official Religion
 Religious Institution

 Dissident Hierarchy Hierarchy
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 our diagram to take in a number of other aspects of religious life in
 Iran which, while owing something to the main sources of author-

 ity, nevertheless have a life of their own (figure 2).
 The bazaar religion of the towns comes nearest to being a part

 of the independent religious institution and, by the same token, has
 been least influenced by the state hierarchy. The bazaar society is
 characterized by an almost paradoxical blend of intense individual-
 ism and a propensity for corporate organization, and this makes it
 an ideal instrument for the public expression and implementation
 of policies favoured by the independent hierarchy. The religion
 that acts as a cement binding together the bazaar organization is not

 a personal but a corporate religion, and it is a commonplace that
 demonstrations against the policies of a secular government have
 occurred first within the bazaar environment. However it would be

 inaccurate to regard the bazaar as no more than the political arm
 of the religious hierarchy. Bazaar religion is even less open to
 change and adjustment than the religious institution, and there are
 many aspects of it that have survived in the face of active disapprov-
 al not only from the state but also from the hierarchy itself. Though
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 4OO INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

 the mosque is one centre of corporate activity, the craft guild also
 survives, and associated with this is the religious discussion group
 (hei'at), which can take a number of different forms and provides
 a forum for the formulation of political as well as religious ideas.
 These groups are particularly patronized by the smaller bazaar
 merchants, who are more conservative and traditional in their atti-

 tudes. It is at this level in particular that support comes for the
 traditional religious practices and observances that the more sophis-
 ticated religious authorities would prefer to see abandoned. Apart
 from the observance of Ramazan, most of these are associated with

 the mourning ceremonies performed annually in commemoration
 of the martyrdom of Hosein at Kerbela in 680. Most widespread is
 the rouze-khani, the recitation of verses describing the events of
 Kerbela and other associated stories; this takes place for the most
 part in private houses, the rouze-khan being paid a fee for his serv-
 ices. The Moharram processions and passion plays are no longer
 performed on the scale that used to prevail before their banning
 by Reza Shah, but they still retain a good deal of popularity, espe-
 cially in the smaller towns. The story of the Kerbela tragedy, the
 crushing of a tiny minority by an oppressive tyrant, provides scope
 for the whipping up of feeling against tyrannies in general, and
 from this it is only a short step to particular application to the cur-
 rent secular authority (in conformity with Shi'ite doctrine about
 temporal rulers); this happened frequently under both the nine-
 teenth-century Qajar and the twentieth-century Pahlavi regimes.
 But the bazaar religious organization is beginning to crumble un-
 der external political and social pressures. The hei'at, and the other
 observances associated with it, appeal less and less to the younger

 generation, and to this natural dichotomy between the generations
 have been added the pressures of the mass media.

 Moving on round the diagram, we come to the religion of the
 villages about which it is certainly impossible to generalize, given
 the relative isolation of so many of them. We find a gradation from

 the popular religious practices of the small towns right through to
 the hardly Islamic superstitions of the remotest hamlets. Most vil-
 lages of any size will have a mosque; but in the smaller places, even
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 if a mosque exists, it may well not be permanently staffed and be
 used only on special occasions such as Moharram. In such villages
 considerably more importance may be attached to the local shrine,
 generally bearing the name of some unknown local saint, but owing
 its site to some religious association lost in the mists of time. To this

 place the villagers, especially the women, will repair with prayers
 and requests, or on special occasions like births, marriages, and
 deaths; their religious observances will probably not extend much
 beyond this, and certainly they will have no interest in the political

 aspects of Shi'ism. As in the bazaar, the rouze-khan, probably serv-
 ing a group of villages, will have his part to play, while in the re-
 moter areas these services will be provided, together with the
 writing of charms, primitive medicine, and other more mundane
 requirements, by itinerant hajis and sayyeds. Some villages have
 their own teams of performers of passion plays, who may well ac-

 quire a reputation outside their own area.
 We now come to yet another facet of the religious scene in Iran,

 Sufism, which is even remoter from the political scene. Indeed it is

 to be regarded as fulfilling the need for a personal religion, as
 opposed to the corporate religion of the mosque and the bazaar.
 Nevertheless Sufism too has its organized side in the Sufi orders,
 though they have never been as extensive in Iran as in the Sunni
 parts of the Islamic world. Since the sixteenth century, when the
 Safavid monarchy, though descended from a Sunni Sufi order, de-
 cided for political reasons to establish Shi'ism as the official faith
 of Iran, the Sufi orders have been looked on with disfavour by both

 the secular establishment and the religious institution. The orders
 are most active in the towns, where they hold regular meetings in

 private houses or special meeting halls, and have a fairly tight or-
 ganization; side by side with them, and mainly in the smaller towns
 and large villages, are the itinerant dervishes, whose activities may
 range from the holding of prayer meetings to fortune-telling and
 cafe entertainment. Though still frowned on by the religious
 hierarchy, who regard it as being as much an opposition body as
 the religious minorities and non-Shi'ite groups referred to below,
 Sufism has enjoyed something of a revival in recent years, with
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 adherents and practitioners being found in all walks of society. It
 provides an alternative response, as against political opposition, for
 those who find themselves unable to accept collaboration with the
 policies of the temporal power and may be thought of as forming a
 nucleus of opposition to the independent religious hierarchy while
 at the same time not forming part of the secular establishment.

 Finally we must at least notice in passing the various other
 groupings that complete the religious picture in present-day Iran -
 the 'heretical' Muslims, among whom the Shi'ites include not only
 the Sunnis, found mainly on the tribal fringes of Iran, but also the
 Baha'is, scattered widely throughout the country and still liable to

 be used as scapegoats to distract the attention of the followers of
 Islam; the religious minorities, Christians and Jews, who enjoy
 under the 1909 Electoral Law separate representation in parlia-
 ment but are debarred from ministerial office, marriage with Mus-
 lim women, and so on; the Zoroastrians, who fall under the same
 rules as the other non-Muslim minorities, but under the Pahlavi

 regime enjoyed at times a privileged position because of their status

 as representatives of the ancient Iranian religion - a fact that also
 makes them appealing to the next group, the anti-Islamic intellec-
 tuals, among whom the followers of the late Ahmad Kasravi are
 typical in condemning Islam in all its manifestations as responsible
 for the weakness and backwardness of the Islamic world by encour-

 aging an attitude of passivity and fatalism. This latter group
 goes down well with the feminist movement, which claims on some-
 what slender grounds that women enjoyed a high status in pre-
 Islamic Iran which Islam took away from them. There are other
 intellectual groupings, of course, with a variety of attitudes towards
 Islam - from the Marxists, who predictably condemn it as a drug,
 to the modernists who seek to reform the faith in order to enable it

 to cope with the social and psychological demands of a changing
 world.

 The policy of the Pahlavi shahs towards the religious institution
 varied in intensity, but was fundamentally consistent. In general
 the Pahlavi regime found itself strongest when the religious insti-
 tution was weakest. The advent of Reza Shah in the 'twenties saw
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 THE IRANIAN REVOLUTION 403

 the initiation of a series of social reforms many of which, even if

 not expressly so designed, had a severe impact on the position and
 power of the hierarchy. Most important was the removal of the
 fields of law and education from the hands of the religious author-

 ities. In both cases this meant a good deal more than a mere transfer

 of responsibility. The new civil and criminal codes made gestures in
 the direction of conciliating ecclesiastical opinion, but in general
 they were based firmly on European models, and the committee of
 mojtaheds envisaged in the constitution played no part in their
 formulation. Though religious education was not entirely dropped
 from the schools, it ceased to be compulsory after 1930, and the
 courses were planned by the ministry of education. Other measures,
 though not specifically designed to strike at the religious institu-
 tion, showed up its weakness in the face of a powerful reforming
 regime. The education of girls, vigorously promoted by Reza Shah's
 government, had hitherto been hotly opposed by the hierarchy.
 Even such matters as the unveiling of women and the Europeaniza-
 tion of dress could be seen as blows at traditional religious attitudes,

 while more specific slights included the ban on the traditional
 Moharram mourning ceremonies.

 Reza Shah's attitude towards the religious institution derived
 from his view of the theologians as an obstacle to the rebuilding of
 the country's society on a foundation of patriotic rather than reli-
 gious unity. He seems personally to have been a man of average
 piety, but he felt that Iran's history showed that Islam was an in-
 adequate basis for national rebirth, and so he aimed at the creation
 of a secular state. Throughout his reign the hierarchy were forced
 to take a back seat, and occasional rumblings of revolt (as, for ex-
 ample, against female emancipation) were put down ruthlessly. The
 nationalization of the religious endowments in 1940 removed the
 financial prop that had hitherto given some reality to religious inde-

 pendence, while the marriage of the crown prince (later shah) to
 the Sunni Egyptian princess, Fawziya, in 1939 merely served to un-
 derline the extent to which the views of the Shi'ite hierarchy were

 ignored in the implementation of measures of state.
 Though in essence Muhammad Reza Shah's religious policy was
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 a continuation of his father's, his method was a more conciliatory
 and perhaps weaker one. He was at pains to cultivate an Islamic
 exterior by attending the mosque regularly, performing pilgrim-
 ages, and so on. He seems to have regarded Islam in its popular
 form as a safeguard against revolutionary communism, which he
 feared more than anything else as a threat to the new society he was

 trying to build. He evidently felt that by adopting this line he could
 appeal over the heads of the intellectual middle class directly to the
 masses. But the effect was to strengthen the religious hierarchy with-

 out reconciling it to his regime. There was in any case a built-in
 contradiction which merely served to increase the tension. Religion

 in the Shah's view should be separated from political activity; at
 the same time it should be a factor in the achievement of social

 stability and to that extent subservient to state policy. So it became
 necessary to develop a state-approved hierarchy that would not only

 provide a viable alternative to the traditional independent hier-
 archy, but would also have the freshness of outlook that would
 enable it to collaborate in programmes of social reform. That this
 policy was based on a serious miscalculation is clear from subse-
 quent events. In spite of marginal reforms in the theological train-
 ing centres and the encouragement of intellectual theologians, the
 general effect was to restore the centre of Shi'ite power to the ex-
 ternal headquarters in Iraq, where its leaders were more free to
 voice their opposition and to build up their strength for the con-
 frontation of 1978.

 All the same, none of this was evident at the end of 1977. The

 general picture was of a steadily weakening religious hierarchy, still
 commanding fairly wide if superficial loyalty among the tradi-
 tional merchant and peasant classes, but fighting a rearguard action

 against an outwardly powerful secular and reforming authority and
 faced also by a variety of political, religious, and ethnic groups
 whose outlook had little in common with the fundamentalism of

 the Shi'ite leaders. It was not a picture that could have led anyone
 to forecast the developments of the following year. Clearly, then,
 an element is missing from the analysis, but equally clearly, that
 element is not a religious one. What was it? And how were the reli-
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 gious hierarchy able to use it to manipulate themselves into the
 dominant position that they now hold?

 The late 'seventies were marked by a slowing down of the Shah's
 ambitious White Revolution reforms, the result no doubt of the

 too rapid pace set in the early stages and too little recognition of
 the problems involved. By 1977 the pace of inflation was reaching
 40 per cent, caused as much by injudicious expenditure on sophis-
 ticated armaments and technology as by the pressure of world eco-
 nomic conditions. The land reform was becoming bogged down in
 a mass of corruption and double-dealing, while the expectations
 of the peasants, stimulated still further by their contacts with the
 literacy, health, and development corpsmen sent out by the govern-
 ment, continued to rise. The drift into the towns, instead of being
 halted and even reversed by the land reform, was accelerating into
 a flood - a flood that was in no way discouraged by the high cost of
 urban living and the lack of employment. As a result the slum areas
 of Tehran and other large cities were swollen by an immigrant
 population which was not only dissatisfied and increasingly artic-
 ulate, but also predominantly young. (According to the 1976 census,

 53 per cent of the population of Iran was under the age of twenty.)
 Nevertheless even this inflammable material would not have

 ignited unless someone had set a match to it, and in 1977 there was
 little indication that the religious hierarchy themselves were pre-
 pared to do this. It is unclear at what point, and under what stim-
 ulus, they changed their minds. Leaving aside the more exotic
 rumours - the Central Intelligence Agency, the Palestine Libera-
 tion Organization, and the like - the most probable answer is that
 the left-wing guerrilla groups, despairing of making any progress
 under their own steam, decided to seek the collaboration of the

 religious leaders. The bait held out to them was the possibility of
 re-establishing their power, so seriously undermined by the Shah's
 reforms; at the same time the left must have hoped to be able to
 lead and direct the movement once it got under way. As the op-
 position to the Shah's regime gathered numbers, it drew in other
 groups, from the democratic middle, from the intelligentsia, the
 merchants, the minorities, whose one common aim was the removal
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 of the unpopular Pahlavi regime. It is questionable whether any
 of these groups foresaw that the task would be so easy. When the
 collapse came it took everyone by surprise. The common enemy
 had gone, and nothing was left to keep all these ill assorted allies
 together; for in spite of attempts by the leaders in Iran to describe
 what happened in the winter of 1978-9 as an Islamic revolution, it
 is doubtful whether religious fervour accounted for more than a
 small fraction of its support.

 So, almost as soon as the Shah had left, the alliance began to
 break up. But meanwhile the country had seen the awakening of
 a sleeping giant - the urban unemployed, leaderless and without
 objectives, and equally uncontrollable by either the left wing or
 the religious hierarchy. At the time of writing it seems that, by
 playing on the charismatic personality of their figurehead, the
 Ayatollah Khomeini, the religious leaders are retaining some kind
 of sway over the masses. The vital question is how long this sway
 will remain effective. They presumably never had the wholehearted

 support of, for instance, the non-Shi'ite minorities - the Sunni
 Kurds, Turkmans, Baluchis, the Baha'is, the Chaldaeans, and the
 Armenians; they are losing the confidence of the democratic middle
 and the intelligentsia, who are appalled at the summary trials, ex-
 ecutions, and imprisonments, the suppression of women's aspira-
 tions, and the general disregard of human rights which seems to be
 as bad as anything perpetrated under the Shah's regime. The pro-
 fessions - lawyers, teachers, doctors - must be afraid that their spe-
 cialist status will be undermined. And the growing urban middle
 class are not likely to stay very long with a regime that proposes to
 discard the material advances achieved over the past fifty years. Nor

 are Iran's politically conscious women likely to take kindly to the
 rejection of the feminist policies of the two Pahlavi shahs. We may
 assume that the left wing have no use for an Islamic republic, but
 there is no sign that they have succeeded in wresting control of the
 masses from their religious rivals.

 What is far more serious for the new leadership is the total ab-

 sence of any policy for dealing with the country's economic and
 social problems. Religious fervour and loyalty may carry the urban
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 poor for a while. But just as the masses would never have given
 their support to the revolution if they had not been driven by
 poverty, unemployment, and despair, so they will equally quickly
 withdraw it when they realize that their hopes of a better life are
 not going to be achieved.

 It seems therefore that what Iran has acquired is a regime which
 is Islamic in name only, whose foundations are extremely unsteady,

 and whose policies are likely to be determined by practical con-
 siderations of survival. Against this backdrop it seems profitless to
 speculate what could be the domestic future of Iran, let alone the
 effect the new regime might have on the affairs of its neighbours
 and the world at large. It is of course just possible that the religious
 authorities may withdraw more and more from the political scene
 and that the attempt to impose undefined Islamic principles on
 government legislation may be weakened. Even then it is question-
 able whether the present secular government, deprived of its reli-
 gious backing, will have either the strength or the expertise to
 continue as an effective administration. More probable, however, is
 a dogged determination on the part of the religious hierarchy to
 remain as the final arbiters of state policy, regardless of public
 opinion; in this case violent reaction from and among the conflict-
 ing groups in the country seems inevitable. If that happens, one
 can only guess at the consequences. There could be civil war, a
 communist takeover, a military coup d'etat, even the return of the
 Shah or his son. Whichever it is, Iran is likely to be a very unhappy
 place for a long time.
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